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Abstract:

Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), one of the most prominent models for valuation of goods and money, presumes that people have convex utility over gains and concave utility over losses; a discontinuity at something like the current wealth level or reference point. This reflects a behavioral pattern confirmed in hundreds of experimental studies where in lottery tasks people show decreasing marginal utility over gains (risk aversion) and increasing marginal utility (risk seeking) over losses relative to this “reference”. Although it is widely assumed that a reference point is also required to describe riskless choices made over bundles of goods, there is less empirical evidence for this claim. In this paper, using incentive-compatible experimental methods, we challenge the generality of this assumption. We find that in riskless choice over bundles of goods in a canonical budget set experiment, gain-loss asymmetries are not observed even while in interleaved lottery tasks the reference point is observed, in the same subjects. Our results suggest a discontinuity between the value functions inferred from choices over standard lotteries and the utility functions inferred from indifference curves in riskless choice.
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Introduction

Since Kahneman and Tversky (1979) proposed prospect theory, numerous studies have found that the evaluation of changes in wealth by individuals is best modeled (in a positive sense) as gains and losses with respect to a reference point rather than as being computed over total wealth (Kőszegi and Rabin 2006; Tversky and Kahneman 1992). The tilted, S-shaped utility function Kahneman and Tversky proposed rests fundamentally on the notion of a reference point, and this is an insight which is core to several aspects of prospect theory. It shows up both in the “reflection effect” that captures diminishing marginal utility for gains and an increasing marginal utility for losses, and in “loss aversion” that captures the notion that losses loom larger than gains of equal size.

While prospect theory was originally intended specifically as a theory of choice under risk, subsequent work has applied many of the elements of prospect theory to the understanding of riskless choice (Thaler 1980; Kahneman et al. 1991; Thaler et al. 1997). Interestingly, however, we know of no direct evidence which supports the existence of the reference point for choices made under conditions of certainty. The “endowment effect” (Knetsch 1989; Thaler 1980) is often taken as compatible with loss aversion across a fixed reference point under conditions of riskless choice, but a reference point is not the only possible explanation for this phenomena (Plott and Zeiler 2005).

Prospect theory as originally proposed was, of course, intended to address positive failures of the expected utility model (Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944) that were observed when predicting the decisions under conditions of uncertainty. Indeed, the title of Kahnemann and Tversky’s classic 1979 paper is “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk” and in their 1992’s paper, Kahneman and Tversky clearly stated that their theory was aimed to specifically engage decision-making under risk: “(...) we presented a model of choice, called prospect theory, which explained the major violations of expected utility theory in choices between risky prospects with a small number of outcomes”. While there is little doubt that prospect theory can predict many behavioral patterns of choice under risk that expected utility theory cannot, it remains unclear whether prospect theory and its reference point provide a parsimonious description of riskless choices.

It was largely Thaler (1980) who advanced the notion that some inconsistent behaviors observed even when there is no risk involved could be explained by a reference point, via Prospect Theory. He noted that the widely observed endowment effect (the phenomenon that people value an object more when they own it) can be explained by loss aversion relative to a current reference point. While this is true, we note an important point, the other key feature of the prospect theory,

---

1 Friedman and Savage (1948) accounted for the dependence of risk attitude on current wealth without requiring a reference point, but a large body of evidence now suggests that greater flexibility with regard to wealth-level is required than Friedman and Savage had imagined.
the change of the utility curvature for gains and losses, has never been empirically explored in the domain of riskless choice. This is exactly what we aim to do in this paper.

To see that the assumption of the increasing marginal utility for losses with regard to the reference point seems at the very least questionable for choice under certainty, imagine the following situation: You are sailing and have some food and beverage supplies for the journey. You have 8 boxes of crackers and 8 boxes of juice with you. Suddenly, there is an accident and you have to dispose of half of your supplies to keep the boat from sinking. What bundle of 8 goods would you choose to retain? Most reasonable parameterizations of prospect theory would clearly predict that because of the reference point (and its increasing marginal utility in losses for all goods relative to that point), you should prefer retaining all of one type of good to any mixed bundles. Either you would throw away all of your juice or you would throw away all crackers, taking advantage of the accelerating curvature of the negative-going utility function. Although a chooser who showed increasing marginal utilities for all goods in the domain of losses would be well described with indifference curves convex to the origin, the pattern of substitution this suggests does not seem to us like an obvious prediction at all.

In this paper, using two incentive-compatible experimental tasks in the gain and loss domains, we investigated whether marginal utility is increasing or decreasing in interleaved riskless and risky choice tasks conducted on the same experimental participants. Consistent with prospect theory and numerous previous studies that involved choices over risky lotteries, we found clear evidence of the reflection effect, and hence the reference point, under conditions of risky choice. Our participants showed diminishing marginal utility in gains and increasing marginal utility in losses when asked to choose between risky lotteries over snack food and beverage rewards. The same participants, when asked to make riskless trade-offs between snacks and beverages in the gain domain showed the usual pattern of diminishing marginal utility in gains (or more precisely, they showed convex indifference curves relative to the origin in a budget space). But when asked to make riskless trade-offs in the loss domain over the same goods, they also showed what appears to be diminishing marginal utility. (Again, more precisely, they showed no change in the curvature of their indifference curves as choices crossed into the loss domain.) Thus in the risky-loss domain our participants showed increasing marginal utilities over both snacks and beverages but in the riskless-loss domain they showed diminishing marginal utility (or more precisely diminishing marginal rates of substitution). This latter finding is, we suggest, inconsistent with prospect theory and clearly fails to demonstrate the existence of a reference point during canonical riskless choice over bundles. We thus infer that there is no reference point when subjects make riskless choices over bundles.

---

2 One could imagine such an extreme pattern of substitution that a chooser was willing to forego the increased marginal utility offered by having a larger number of one class of goods, but for most of the classes of indifference curves that have been empirically observed, this prediction is a robust element of positive theory.
Experimental Design

In the experiment the participants made a series of choices between different bundles of goods that they could gain (gain condition) or lose (loss condition). There were two types of choice tasks. The riskless choice task was designed to assess the shape of the indifference curve (and hence the marginal rates of substitution between two goods), revealing whether the reflection effect occurs when there is no uncertainty. The risky choice task served as a control to verify that our participants showed the widely observed reflection effect (decreasing marginal utility in gains, increasing in losses) for snacks and beverages in choice under risk.

In both of the tasks the participants made decisions over different bundles that consisted of some quantity of beverage and snack. Before the experiment began, we gave participants a selection of beverages and snacks to choose from to ensure that they liked the products that constituted the reward in our experiment. The available beverages were: Horizon Organic UHT milk, Juicy Juice apple juice, and Juicy Juice orange juice. The snacks were: Lindt chocolates, a small package of Pepperidge farm brand Goldfish crackers, and Nature Valley granola bars. Upon arrival participants picked their favorite beverage and snack, understanding that a bundle of these goods would serve as partial payment for participation. As it was possible to lose some quantity of the beverage and snack in the experiment, to satisfy the ethics board requirements at the very beginning of the study we endowed participants with 8 of their preferred beverage and 8 of their preferred snack, an amount equal to the maximum possible loss in the experiment.

After participants had received their endowment, they read the instructions (available in the appendix A). They were given an opportunity to ask questions, answered several comprehension questions, and completed several practice rounds, all to make sure they were familiar with the experimental procedure before starting the experimental session.

Participants performed simple binary choices in all tasks. The order in which the participants completed the riskless and risky choice task was randomized. The order of gain condition and loss condition within each task was randomized as well. There was no time limit in the experiment, so participants could take their time to decide. In total, there were 308 experimental trials plus 36 test trials, all mixed together (participants did not know in advance how many trials would be presented in the experiment). The experimental trials were used to estimate the utility function curvature and the curvature of the indifference curves. An embedded set of “test trials” involved first-order stochastically dominated options and allowed us to screen for participants whose preferences could not be represented by a monotonic utility function. The experimental

---

3 While the use of an endowment to study losses is always a concern in laboratory studies, there is reason to believe it is effective (Etchart-Vincent and l'Haridon 2011). Our data, presented below, clearly indicate the expected pattern of increasing marginal utilities over losses in the domain of risky choice. Thus our endowed subjects did appear to show “standard” reference-dependent choice phenomena.
program randomly determined which option was shown on the left side and right side of the display screen and this varied from trial-to-trial and from participant-to-participant.

At the end of the experiment, participants were paid according to their choice in one randomly selected trial. In addition to the beverage and snack rewards, each subject received a $20 participation fee.

Riskless choice task

To estimate the shape of the indifference curve (and the utility function it implied) under conditions of certainty, we asked participants to choose between two bundles containing different quantities of each product. Figure 1 shows a typical gain and a typical loss trial. In the left panel of Figure 1 the subject is asked to decide whether she would prefer to receive a bundle of 4 milk boxes and 4 chocolates or a bundle of 1 milk box and 7 chocolates. In the right panel, the subject is asked to decide whether she prefers to lose (from her endowment) a bundle of 4 milk boxes and 4 chocolates or to lose a bundle of 1 milk boxes and 7 chocolates. The choices are not obvious. Each decision involves a tradeoff between the two goods; having more of one always results in having less of the other one. To ensure that participants could differentiate between the loss and gain condition we used textual (‘gain’ vs ‘lose’), symbolic (+ versus -) and color (green versus red) cues all together in the displays. The complete set of choices presented to each subject is shown in Table 1.

Figure 2A graphically presents the set of all questions we asked in the gain domain, and should be helpful in understanding the rationale behind the experimental design. Each of the dots in the graph represents one particular bundle of snacks and beverages that was offered. The black dot represents a “fixed option” of 4 units of beverage and 4 units of snack that was available in every one of the gain trials (in the left column in Table 1). For the gain trials, subjects chose between this fixed option and a second varying option. To form a full gain domain choice set of 32 trials, the fixed option (black dot) was paired once with every other dot in the graph (every combination of goods from the right column in Table 1). For example, when paired with the bundle marked with an orange dot in Figure 2A, this condition corresponds to the choice situation shown in Figure 1A. Figures 2B and 2C show example choices from participants represented in this space. Red (blue) dots indicate that the changing (fixed) option was preferred to the fixed (changing) option. As illustrated in these figures, we can use a participant’s simple binary choices over this set to draw a single parametric indifference curve, allowing us to estimate whether the utility function and the indifference curve is concave or convex. Critically, this binary-choice-task approach also allows us to use the simple observed pattern of choice to compute a non-parametric estimate of indifference curve by simply averaging the number of red and blue dots in the choice quadrants across subjects. This allows us to make statements about indifference curvature that are unencumbered by assumptions about functional form other than weak monotonicity and continuity.
In the domain of losses, where we attempted to gather as precise an estimate of the indifference curves as possible, we used a slightly more complex choice set. In the loss domain, we examined 3 complete sets of choices of the kind used in the gain domain. We did this by employing three different “fixed options” and measuring full sets of binary choices against each of these different fixed options. This allowed us to compute three (parametric and non-parametric) indifference curvatures for each subject in the loss domain. The total number of trials use to accomplish this was 92.

The additional “test trials” embedded in the experiment involved choosing between the fixed bundle (black dot in Figure 2A) and a bundle in the yellow or green region, allowing us to assess whether the subject violated the first-order stochastic dominance/monotonicity. We performed test trials in both the gain and loss domain.

*Risky choice task*

In the risky choice task, participants made decisions over lotteries with varying levels of risk and reward. What differentiates our study from most is that the rewards were snacks and beverages rather than money. This was essential because we sought to demonstrate the standard prospect theoretic pattern of increasing marginal utilities in the loss domain over the same exact goods used in our bundle measurements. Figure 3 shows example screenshots from risky gain and loss trials. In the panel on the left, the subject offered a choice between a bundle that consists of one more chocolate for sure and 40% chance of receiving 4 more milk boxes and a bundle that consists of one more chocolate for sure and 10% chance of receiving 7 more milk boxes. In the situation on the right hand side the subject is choosing between a bundle that implies loosing one chocolate for sure and 40% of loosing 4 milk boxes and a bundle that would result in loosing one chocolate for sure and 60% chance of loosing one milk box.

Importantly, in any choice situation both of the options always included one unit of beverage (snack) and a probabilistic quantity of snack (beverage). *We designed the choice set this way so that our procedure for risky choice estimated the curvature of the utility function over beverages and snacks (as in the bundle experiment), rather than estimating utility over only one reward type.* Just as in the riskless choice task, a “fixed option,” this time a lottery, was paired with lotteries that changed from trial-to-trial. As in the riskless trials, there was one fixed option in the gain domain and three fixed options in the loss domain. Table 2 lists the complete choice set. Each question was asked once for the beverage and once for the snack. Overall, participants made 208 choices: 24 for each good in the gain and 68 for each good in the loss domain. There were additional 12 test questions for the beverage and 12 for the snack, where one option was first-order stochastically dominated. For example a choice between option A (one more piece of chocolate for sure and 40% chance of receiving 4 more boxes of milk ) dominated option B (one more piece of chocolate for sure and 30% chance of receiving 3 more boxes of milk).
The important feature of the design was that options were presented to the chooser essentially in the same way in both of the tasks to ensure that any differences we observed were not due to some peculiar experimental confound.

Forty-eight participants (20 male, average age: 23.5, standard deviation: 4.778) participated in the study. Five participants were excluded from the analysis due to frequent (more than 5 out of 36) violations of first-order stochastic dominance. All participants gave informed consent. The study was conducted at New York University and was approved by the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects at NYU. The participants were recruited using flyers posted in New York University buildings and on the departmental website. The task was programmed using EPrime software. In expectation, participants earned $20 and 7.31 beverages and 7.84 snacks for their participation.

Results

In this section we first use a representative agent approach and show that indifference curves (and the utility functions they imply) do not “reflect” around the origin in the riskless choice task even though for the same subjects utility curves clearly reflect in choice under risk. We show that this result is robust to the modeling specification. We then look into individual behavior and show that it it is consistent with the representative agent results in general but reveals that on the individual level many patterns of behavior exist.

Aggregate level: riskless choice

To estimate the curvature of the utility function for bundles in the riskless choice task we used a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function. The utility of a bundle \((x, y)\) is then given by:

\[
U(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
\beta_g x^{\rho_g} + (1 - \beta_g) y^{\rho_g} \left( \frac{1}{\rho_g} \right) & \text{when } x \geq 0 \text{ and } y \geq 0 \\
- \beta_l |x|^{\rho_l} + (1 - \beta_l) |y|^{\rho_l} \left( \frac{1}{\rho_l} \right) & \text{when } x \leq 0 \text{ and } y \leq 0
\end{cases}
\]

where \(x\) and \(y\) are the amounts of beverage and snack respectively and \(\beta\) is the distribution parameter, which is within \(0\) and \(1\). The key parameter of interest is \(\rho\) as it determines the sign of the second derivative and thus the curvature of the utility function. In the gain domain if \(\rho_g\) is smaller (larger) than 1, than the marginal utility is decreasing (increasing). In the loss domain if \(\rho_l\) is smaller (larger) than 1, than the marginal utility is increasing (decreasing).

\[\text{We used CES utility function because of its generality (it allows for both convex and concave indifference curves) and popularity examining bundles of goods. It accommodates other popular functional forms such as Cobb-Douglas, linear and Leontief as special cases.}\]
To fit the choice data, we used a logistic choice function, in which the probability that the participant selected a fixed option is given by:

\[
P(\text{fixed}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\gamma \Delta U}}
\]

where \(\Delta U\) is the difference in utility of the fixed and changing riskless option and \(\gamma\) is the steepness parameter (\(\gamma_g\) for gains and \(\gamma_l\) for losses).

In contrast with what we take to be the prospect theoretic prediction, we found the marginal utility to be decreasing in both gains and losses, and if anything, decreasing faster in losses than in gains (Fig 4). In the gains \(\rho_g\) was smaller than 1 (\(\rho_g = 0.709; 95\% \text{ CI}=0.616\text{-}0.802\)), and in the losses \(\rho_l\) was larger than one (\(\rho_l =1.572; 95\% \text{ CI}=1.477\text{-}1.667\)). These results are presented in Figure 5A. The distribution parameter (\(\beta\)) was essentially the same in the gains and losses (\(\beta_g = 0.449; 95\% \text{ CI}=0.422\text{-}0.475\) and \(\beta_l =0.454; 95\% \text{ CI}=0.439\text{-}0.469\)) with participants having preference for approximately equal distribution of each good in the bundle.

To verify that our result is not an artifact of the functional forms that we used, for each bundle we calculated the proportion of times it was selected and a corresponding 95% confidence interval. We then assessed whether this model-free measure aligns well with our above CES utility function estimates. Figure 6 presents the results as a heat map, where the most (least) frequently selected bundles are in red (blue) and the estimated indifference curves are drawn. We used a binomial distribution to determine whether each particular bundle was preferred or not to the fixed option, assuming that if the bundles were chosen 50% of the time, this indicates indifference on the aggregate level. Confirming our model-based analysis, all of the bundles that lay on the estimated indifference curve were selected at a proportion not statistically different from 50% (95% confidence interval). Empirically, we observed that 97.9% of the bundles that were below the diagonal line were not preferred to the fixed bundle. We thus conclude that indeed the indifference curves are convex to the origin in gains and concave in losses, consistent with decreasing marginal utility and rate of substitution in both gains and losses. We saw no evidence of a discontinuity that would suggest the existence of a reference point under these conditions.

**Aggregate level: risk assessment task**

To assess the shape of the utility function under risky conditions, we fitted the data with a power utility function. The expected utility of \(x\) units of a good received with probability \(p\) is then given by:

\[
EU(X) = \begin{cases} 
P \cdot X^{\alpha_g} & \text{when } x \geq 0 \\
-P \cdot |X|^{\alpha_l} & \text{when } x \leq 0 
\end{cases}
\]
where $\alpha_g$ ($\alpha_l$) estimates the curvature of the utility function in the gain (loss) domain. In gains, $\alpha_g >(<)1$ implies increasing (decreasing) marginal utility. In losses, $\alpha_l >(<)1$ implies decreasing (increasing) marginal utility. We fit the choice data separately for beverages and snacks in the gains and losses using a logistic choice function.

It may seem unusual that we fit a power utility function defined over only one good instead of a CES function defined over two goods because each choice option in our study always included both a snack and a beverage. We selected this approach for the following reasons: First, our approach allows us to estimate the curvature of the utility function separately for beverages and snacks and thus allows us to explicitly test whether the assumption imposed by CES that the exponent for both types of reward is the same is empirically valid. Second, given that the CES utility function is traditionally used for choice under certainty, there is no established practice for its use in risky choice. Third, we believe that the approach is specifically appropriate for our design. In our risky choice task the quantity and probability of one of the goods was always fixed (at 1 unit received for sure). Finally, to eliminate any doubts regarding our results, we also present a model-free analysis at the end of this section that supports the conclusions of the model-based analysis and makes no parametric assumptions about the structure of the utility curve.

In line with numerous previous studies, we find reflection in the utility curvature – marginal utility is increasing in losses and decreasing in gains both for beverages and for snacks (see Figure 5 B and C). The estimates for each of the goods were not significantly different, suggesting that imposing the same curvature for both goods in the CES utility function is unremarkable. In the gains, we found that $\alpha_g = 0.522$ (95% CI=0.475-0.568) for beverages and $\alpha_g = 0.499$ (CI=0.452-0.546) for snacks, consistent with decreasing marginal utility and risk aversion. In the losses we found $\alpha_l = 0.923$ (95% CI=0.874-0.972) for beverages and $\alpha_l = 0.874$ (95% CI=0.822-0.926) for snacks, suggesting increasing marginal utility and risk seeking (Figure 7).

To verify that the result is not confounded by the particular functional forms that we used, we confirm the general trend of risk aversion in gains and risk seeking in losses using perhaps the most intuitive and simple risk measure, the proportion of times that the subject selected the more risky of the two sets of lotteries. In each choice situation, we defined the more risky lottery pair as the one with a higher coefficient of variation (CV) ($CV = \text{standard deviation} / |\text{expected value}|$).

In line with the standard prospect theoretic prediction, we found that majority of participants (70%, 30/43) selected the risky option in the loss domain more frequently than in the gain domain. The proportion of risky choices for beverages increased significantly from 0.313 (SD=0.199; median= 0.333) in the gains to 0.527 (SD=0.216; median= 0.529) in the losses (t(42)= -3.834 , p<0.0001). Similarly, the proportion of risky choices for snacks increased from

---

5 We have also fitted a traditional power utility function defined over total wealth (where $x =$ endowment +/- the quantity of the good offered on the current trial). Using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) we found that the Prospect Theory – type utility model (BIC = 8525.4488) fits the data better than utility over total wealth model (BIC = 10324.953).
0.317 (SD=0.211; median= 0.292) in the gains to 0.5189 (SD=0.244; median= 0.514) in the losses (t (42)= -3.361, p=0.002).

Summing up, just as in many previous experiments with risky lotteries, an average subject in our study showed decreasing marginal utility (risk aversion) in gains and increasing marginal utility (risk seeking) in losses, a discontinuity that implies a reference point. This happened even though in riskless choice the same participants showed decreasing marginal utility and rates of substitution in both gains and losses, and thus no discontinuity suggestive of a reference point.

Although informative, the representative agent approach presents only averaged and not necessarily even the most frequent pattern of behavior. Therefore, we now turn to the individual level analysis.

**Individual level: riskless choice task**

We estimated the parameters of the CES utility function separately for each participant. Participants whose $\rho$ estimates were above 4 or below $10^{-8}$ were excluded from further analysis. As usually happens, we were not able to fit the data reliably for all of the participants. Overall, we present estimates of 34 (out of 48) participants (who could be well-fit) in this section. Figure 8A plots the individual curvature estimates in gains against the estimates in losses. If the traditional reflection effects were to hold, we would expect all of the observations to fall in the gray-shaded region. To the contrary, only 4 out of 34 participants show decreasing marginal utility in gains and increasing marginal utility in losses while the majority of participants, 22 out of 34 showed decreasing marginal utility in both gains and losses. The median of $\rho_g$ is 0.735 and the median of $\rho_l$ is 1.505. There is highly significant negative correlation between the $\rho$ estimate in gains and losses is significant (Pearson coefficient = -0.61, p < 0.001).

**Individual level: risky choice task**

We could reliably fit risky choice task data of 37 (out of 48) participants. We excluded participants with average $\alpha$ estimates that were above 4 or below $10^{-8}$ from further analysis.

The curvature estimates ($\alpha$) for beverages and snacks were highly correlated within individuals (Pearson coefficient = 0.873 in gains and 0.347 in losses, p<0.05) so for ease of exposition, for each individual we calculated his average curvature parameter as $\alpha = (\alpha_{\text{beverage}} + \alpha_{\text{snack}})/2$, separately in gains and losses. Figure 8B plots individual $\alpha$ in gains against $\alpha$ in losses. Under prospect theory we would expect the individuals to fall into the gray region. Indeed, the most frequent pattern (18 out of 37 participants) shows the traditional reflection effect. The average of median $\alpha$ is 0.4859 for gains and the average of median $\alpha$ is 0.9693 for losses. In line with the standard prospect theory prediction, there is a positive correlation between the curvature parameter in the gains and losses (Pearson coefficient = 0.395, p=0.016).

---

6 The results are qualitatively the same if we perform the analysis separately for beverages and for snacks.
Discussion

Our key finding is that in the domain of losses, in riskless choice over bundles, our participants show decreasing marginal utility and rate of substitution, rather than increasing, as some have interpreted prospect theory to predict (Thaler 1980; Myagkov and Plott 1997). This happens even though the same participants in the same experimental session show the traditionally observed increasing marginal utility in losses in a risky choice task. These results imply that the reference point might not be present under some conditions of riskless choice.

Critical to understanding this phenomena and its relation to prospect theory is the relationship between marginal rates of substitution and marginal utilities. Traditionally, consumer theory has been concerned mainly with the shape of indifference curves in the domain of gains. The textbook example that introduces the idea of indifference curves explains that because consumers derive less utility from each additional unit of a good, they have convex indifference curves. The logic here is that the more we have of good x and less of good y, the less of y we need to give up to maintain the same utility level when we add another unit of x. Interestingly, how consumer behavior and indifference curves should (in the positive sense) look in the domain of losses and how to relate reference point to riskless choice has been largely ignored in the literature.

A traditional theorist who treats utility (inferred from riskless choice) as an ordinal object defined over the final wealth would consider fundamental changes in indifference curvature as the only compelling evidence for the existence of a reference point. One might well imagine that a reference point could be inferred as a wealth level above which the indifference curves are convex and below which they are concave. Conceptually, one might see this as related to risk seeking (and hence increasing marginal utility) observed in risky choice for decisions below some wealth level, an observation that is at the heart of prospect theory (Myagkov and Plott 1997).

A theorist with a more cardinal view of utility (though admittedly being a cardinal theorist in the domain of riskless choice is conceptually challenging) could infer the existence of the reference point in an additional way. If he were to draw a map of indifference curves, each one util apart,

---

7 We note that there are widely used utility functions with diminishing marginal utility that result in a constant marginal rate of substitution, for example $U(x,y)=\log(x+y)$, but never in an increasing rate of substitution.

8 Tversky and Kahneman (1991) acknowledged this puzzle between risky and riskless choice and resolved it by focusing on loss aversion. In that paper they wrote: “in particular, diminishing sensitivity does not imply that the indifference curves are concave below the reference point”. Thus for them, changes in the sign of the curvature of the utility function under risk did not necessarily imply changes in the sign of the curvature of the utility function under riskless choice. They proposed instead that it was the cardinal spacing of the indifference curves observed under riskless choice (an admittedly awkward notion) that defined the reference point under these conditions.
then the spacing of these indifference curves could abruptly change at some wealth level / reference point. Above that reference point the curves would be further apart and below it they would be closer together if losses loomed cardinally larger for the chooser than the equally sized gains. Conceptually, one might see this as related to the phenomena of loss aversion in risky choice. Thaler (1980) developed this idea to some degree in his discussion of the endowment effect. We did not pursue this path for identification of reference point in riskless choice for two reasons. First of all, it is not at all clear how to infer loss aversion from riskless choice in a cardinal framework. Indeed, one previous study demonstrated a “disappearance” of loss aversion by evoked by a treatment aimed at reducing subjects’ misconceptions about the experimental procedures (Plott and Zeiler, 2005). Even in risky tasks, the existence of loss aversion has been debated (Ert and Erev 2013; Blavatskyy and Pogrebna 2010). Moreover, even if we could overcome these methodological problems and could reliably estimate the spacing of indifference curves between the subjects, Pareto’s classic caution regarding comparing utilities within and across individuals applies in a way we find definitively binding.

We therefore, attempted to find evidence of reference dependence in riskless choice by investigating the shape of indifference curves in the domain of gains and losses. Our data reveals that the curvature of the indifference curves in riskless choice does not suddenly change at the current level of endowment – even though we do find such a change under (interleaved) conditions of risky choice. If we did not know where the reference point was and therefore used terminal wealth as the horizontal axis variable and drew the indifference curves of our subjects, the curves would always be the same curvature no matter whether the choices were framed as gains or losses. In other words, we would not find evidence for an ordinally determined reference point in riskless choice over bundles. Our participants did not treat gains and losses differently under certainty even though the same subjects did treat gains and losses differently under conditions of uncertainty.

So why is this the case? At a mechanistic (neuroeconomic) level, what is it that changes the curvature between gains and losses in one of our tasks but not in the other? There are two possible answers: One possibility is that in one of the tasks two elements in the bundle vary and in the other only one element varies from trial-to-trial. (Since we always had two elements in all of the choice options, it cannot simply be because the utility is different for one and two-element choice sets.) The other possibility is that there is something substantially different when we elicit choice under risky and under riskless conditions. Perhaps, the utility function under certainty is different from the utility function under uncertainty. This explanation sits well with emerging findings on the elicitation of time preferences that have begun to reveal that utility elicited under risk seems to be different from the utility elicited from riskless choices (Cheung 2015; Abdellaoui et al. 2013; Andreoni and Sprenger 2012).

We note that our results cannot be captured by other common types of reference dependent preferences. It is true that in our study we carried out our analysis assuming the status quo to be the reference point and many papers have argued that expectation is a better candidate for a reference point (e.g. Koszegi and Rabin). Nevertheless, our results cannot be explained by
models that define the reference point as an expectation rather than status quo. Firstly, because in our experimental design the expectation does not differ dramatically in our risky and riskless task. Whether in the risky or riskless tasks, subjects should expect to lose when they are in a loss trial and should expect to gain when they are in a gain trial. Secondly, if the reference point was not necessarily the status quo, we should still be able to identify the reference point through the change in the indifference curve curvature at some other level of reward. We do not see evidence of that change in curvature in riskless choice, even though we see a change in utility curvature in our risky task. The tasks do not differ in valence or possession and thus cannot be explained by different types of loss aversion in each task (Brenner et al. 2007). Overall, if one is inclined to consider marginal rates of substitution as reflecting something significant about marginal utilities for the underlying goods, then our data suggest a fundamental change in representation as one moves from risky to riskless conditions.

Such a striking contrast between utility curvature in the loss domain estimated in a task with lotteries versus a riskless choice task is puzzling and seems to run counter to what one might infer from prospect theory. However, the lack of reflection effect in riskless choice may be less surprising than it appears at first. More and more studies in the recent years began to suggest that rather than being a general phenomenon, the reflection effect may depend on context (Laury and Holt 2008; Andreoni and Harbaugh 2009; Harbaugh et al. 2002; Hertwig et al. 2004), and may not be observed when subjects are analyzed at the individual rather than at the aggregate level (Cohen et al. 1987; Schoemaker 1990; Baucells and Villasís 2010; Tymula et al. 2013).

Laury and Holt (2008) found that the occurrence of the reflection effect depends on incentives. Only 13% of subjects in their study showed the reflection effect when paid for their choices in an incentive compatible way. They also observed that this percentage doubled (26%) when the payoff was hypothetical. Harbaugh et al. (2002) found that risk attitudes are not consistent with prospect theory when subjects choose between a gamble and its expected value. Andreoni and Harbaugh (2009) pointed out that the identification of reflection effect depends on the econometric approach. In their experiment, 34.1% subjects showed the reflection effect in a nonparametric test, but only 17% subjects showed the reflection effect when fitting gain-loss asymmetric power function. And recently, more and more evidence has emerged suggesting a separation in utility under risk and utility under certainty (Cheung 2015). Summing up, it has become increasingly clear that reflection effects are not as general phenomenon as initially suspected. We provide here an additional framework, riskless choice, under which they do not seem to hold.

Our paper also adds evidence to the modest literature on the correlation of individual risk attitudes across different reward types. Experimental economics has traditionally not been able to relate utility curvature for different goods because experimental economists have tended to use only monetary rewards in their experimental studies of decision-making under risk. This of course raises a question about the external validity of the estimates obtained in these studies to different contexts and different reward types. While, some psychological studies have suggested that risks in different domains of decision-making are unrelated (Weber et al. 2002), Levy and
Glimcher (2011, 2012) have suggested that when information as well as procedural and elicitation procedures are controlled for, the utility curvature under risky conditions for different types of rewards are highly correlated within subject.

Summing up, our results suggest that some of the models that were developed to explain decision-making under uncertainty may be inappropriate for modeling choices under certainty. In our data, we did not observe the reflection effect in choice under certainty, which is implied by many reference-dependent utility models. It seems that the concept of the reference point understood as the reflection effect might be required only for decision-making under uncertainty. Our data does not allow us to test for a reference point defined exclusively by loss aversion whether specified as by Kahneman and Tversky (1991) or Koszegi and Rabin (2006). Thus, we do not know if in riskless choice there is a practical reference point in this regard.
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Table 1. Riskless choice task questions. Each fixed option was paired once with each of the variable options in the same raw for a total of 124 unique choice situations. The quantities in the brackets correspond to the quantity of each good (beverage, snack) that was offered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed option</th>
<th>Variable option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gain</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,4)</td>
<td>(5,3);(6,3);(7,3);(8,3);(5,2);(6,2);(7,2);(8,2);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5,1);(6,1);(7,1);(8,1);(5,0);(6,0);(7,0);(8,0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3,5);(3,6);(3,7);(3,8);(2,5);(2,6);(2,7);(2,8);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1,5);(1,6);(1,7);(1,8);(0,5);(0,6);(0,7);(0,8).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Loss**     |                 |
| (-3,-3)      | (-4,-2);(-5,-2);(-6,-2);(-7,-2);(-8,-2); |
|             | (-4,-1);(-5,-1);(-6,-1);(-7,-1);(-8,-1); |
|             | (-4,0);(-5,0);(-6,0);(-7,0);(-8,0);(-2,-4);(-2,-5);(-2,-6);(-2,-7);(-2,-8); |
|             | (-1,-4);(-1,-5);(-1,-6);(-1,-7);(-1,-8);(0,-4);(0,-5);(0,-6);(0,-7);(0,-8). |

| (-4,-4)      | (-5,-3);(-6,-3);(-7,-3);(-8,-3);(-5,-2);(-6,-2);(-7,-2);(-8,-2); |
|             | (-5,-1);(-6,-1);(-7,-1);(-8,-1);(-5,0);(-6,0);(-7,0);(-8,0); |
|             | (-3,-5);(-3,-6);(-3,-7);(-3,-8);(-2,-5);(-2,-6);(-2,-7);(-2,-8); |
|             | (-1,-5);(-1,-6);(-1,-7);(-1,-8);(0,-5);(0,-6);(0,-7);(0,-8). |

| (-5,-5)      | (-6,-4);(-7,-4);(-8,-4);(-6,-3);(-7,-3);(-8,-3); |
|             | (-6,-2);(-7,-2);(-8,-2);(-6,-1);(-7,-1);(-8,-1); |
|             | (-6,0);(-7,0);(-8,0);(-4,-6);(-4,-7);(-4,-8);(-3,-6);(-3,-7);(-3,-8); |
|             | (-2,-6);(-2,-7);(-2,-8);(-1,-6);(-1,-7);(-1,-8);(0,-6);(0,-7);(0,-8). |
**Table 2. Risky choice task questions.** The first number in brackets corresponds to the quantity of the reward, and the second to the odds of receiving this quantity. Each fixed option was paired with each variable option in the same row once for each good type. When the questions were about beverage (snack) one unit of snack (beverage) received with 100% probability was added to both the fixed and variable option. See Figure 3 for graphical presentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed option</th>
<th>Variable option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gain</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,40%)</td>
<td>(5,30%);(6,30%);(7,30%);(8,30%);(5,20%);(6,20%); (7,20%);(8,20%);(5,10%);(6,10%);(7,10%);(8,10%); (3,50%);(3,60%);(3,70%);(3,80%);(2,50%);(2,60%); (2,70%);(2,80%);(1,50%);(1,60%);(1,70%);(1,80%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loss</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-3,30%)</td>
<td>(-4,20%);(-5,20%);(-6,20%);(-7,20%);(-8,20%); (-4,10%);(-5,10%);(-6,10%);(-7,10%);(-8,10%); (-2,40%);(-2,50%);(-2,60%);(-2,70%);(-2,80%); (-1,40%);(-1,50%);(-1,60%);(-1,70%);(-1,80%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-4,40%)</td>
<td>(-5,30%);(-6,30%);(-7,30%);(-8,30%);(-5,20%);(-6,20%); (-7,20%);(-8,20%);(-5,10%);(-6,10%);(-7,10%);(-8,10%); (-3,50%);(-3,60%);(-3,70%);(-3,80%);(-2,50%);(-2,60%); (-2,70%);(-2,80%);(-1,50%);(-1,60%);(-1,70%);(-1,80%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-5,50%)</td>
<td>(-6,40%);(-7,40%);(-8,40%);(-6,30%);(-7,30%);(-8,30%); (-6,20%);(-7,20%);(-8,20%);(-6,10%);(-7,10%);(-8,10%); (-4,60%);(-4,70%);(-4,80%);(-3,60%);(-3,70%);(-3,80%); (-2,60%);(-2,70%);(-2,80%);(-1,60%);(-1,70%);(-1,80%).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Sample screenshots from the riskless choice task in the A. gains and B. losses.

A
1. **GAIN** 4 hours of milk AND 4 pieces of chocolate.
2. **GAIN** 1 hour of milk AND 7 pieces of chocolate.

B
1. **LOSE** 4 hours of milk AND 4 pieces of chocolate.
2. **LOSE** 1 hour of milk AND 7 pieces of chocolate.

Figure 2. Graphical presentation of the riskless choice task in gains. A: the fixed option was paired with each of the gray dot bundles to form 32 unique choice situations. B: example of a convex indifference curve. C: example of a concave indifference curve. Red (blue) dots indicate that the subject preferred the other (fixed) bundle to the fixed (other) option.
Figure 3. Sample screenshots from the risky choice task in A: gains and B: losses.

A
1. 100% chance to GAIN 1 piece of chocolate AND 40% chance to GAIN 4 boxes of milk.
2. 100% chance to GAIN 1 piece of chocolate AND 10% chance to GAIN 7 boxes of milk.

B
1. 100% chance to LOSE 1 piece of chocolate AND 40% chance to LOSE 4 boxes of milk.
2. 100% chance to LOSE 1 piece of chocolate AND 60% chance to LOSE 1 box of milk.

Figure 4. Estimated indifference curves in the gains and losses in the riskless choice task.
Figure 5. Curvature estimates for A: riskless and B and C: risk choice task. The utility curvature estimates are normalized so that the positive estimates indicate increasing marginal utility and negative estimates indicate decreasing marginal utility (error bars represent the 95% confidence interval).

Figure 6. Proportion of times each bundle was selected in the riskless task. The indifference curves drawn here are based on the CES model estimates.
Figure 7. Utility function in the gains and losses in the risky choice task.

Figure 8. Reflection effects in the A: riskless and B: risky task. The curvature estimates are normalized such that negative (positive) estimates indicate decreasing (increasing) marginal utility. Gray-shaded region indicates estimates consistent with decreasing marginal utility in the gains and increasing marginal utility in losses.
Appendix A – Instructions

Instructions

• Welcome! You have received some food from the experimenter. Throughout the study, that food is yours to keep, however, you will be offered the opportunity to make choices that could increase or decrease the amount of food you go home with.

• TASK: Your task on each trial is to choose between two options presented to you on the computer screen. You will be asked to do this many times.

• There is no “right” answer to these questions. We just want to know what you prefer.

• PAYMENT: At the end of the experiment, the computer will randomly select one of the trials, and we will realize it for payment according to your actual choice — so your choices really do matter!

• Please carefully evaluate your options and always choose what you prefer because your payment will be determined by your choices.

Gain and loss trials

• A green GAIN and the plus symbol (+), means that on this trial you will be receiving more food.

• A red LOSE and the minus symbol (-), means that on this trial you will be losing some of what you already have.

• Questions will be grouped together by whether they concern receiving more (Gain) or losing some of what you already have (Loss).

Example: gain trial

• Suppose you select the option on the left. If this trial is selected for payment, you will receive 4 more boxes of juice and 4 more pieces of chocolate.
Example: gain trial

• Suppose you select the option on the right. If this trial is selected for payment, you will receive 5 more boxes of juice but only 3 more pieces of chocolate.

Example: loss trial

• Suppose you select the option on the left. If this trial is selected for payment, you will lose 3 boxes of juice and 3 pieces of chocolate from the stock of food you received at the beginning of the experiment.

Example: loss trial

• Suppose you select the option on the right. If this trial is selected for payment, you will lose 4 boxes of juice but only 2 pieces of chocolate from the stock of food you received at the beginning of the experiment.
**Gamble trials**

• In some trials, the options will involve some degree of uncertainty and will be presented this way:

• This picture represents receiving 1 more box of juice for sure and a 40% chance of receiving 4 more pieces of chocolate. Whether you receive 4 more pieces of chocolate or not, will depend on whether you “get lucky” when this “chocolate lottery” happens at the end of the experiment.

The size of the blue pie charts and numbers represent the **likelihood of gaining (or losing)** the food items that are next to them.

**Gamble trials: gains**

• Suppose you select the option on the left. If this trial is selected for payment, you will **receive 1 more** box of juice for sure (with 100% probability) and you will have a **40% chance of receiving 4 more** pieces of chocolate as well.
Gamble trials: gains

• Suppose you select the option on the right. If this trial is selected for payment, you will receive 1 more box of juice for sure (with 100% probability) and you will have a 30% chance of receiving 5 more pieces chocolate as well.

Gamble trials: losses

• Suppose you select the option on the left. If this trial is selected for payment, you will lose 1 of your boxes of juice for sure (with 100% probability) and you will have a 30% chance of also losing 3 of your pieces of chocolate.
Gamble trials:

losses

• Suppose you select the option on the right. If this trial is selected for payment, you will lose 1 of your boxes of juice for sure (with 100% probability) and you will have a 40% chance of also losing 1 of your pieces of chocolate.

Recognizing gamble trials

• Remember that in some trials you will not see pie charts. This means that all the options are certain. Compare:

**Instruction**

• Press “1” to select the option on the left. Press “2” to select the option on the right. The program will advance to the next trial only after you make your choice. You cannot skip any trials.

• There is **no time limit** in the experiment, so you should take your time. Remember that any trial could be selected for “realization” so you should consider every trial carefully.

• This is not a test. There are no good or bad answers. It is really important for us that you always choose what you prefer.